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OUTSIDE AT LAST!
After weeks of bad weather,
students shed their heavy

coats and acarves Tuesday for
aday In the 1un. With ahigh
of 65 deareea, 10me feel that

1prfng 11 almost here. The
forecast for today Is a high of
70 degree• with a chance of
·precipitation.

Photos by TOM KUTZLO
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Discount cards coming------... Students face same ~old problems
By MARTIN HARRELL

By PAM WOOLWINE
Reporter
Got a problem? It may be influenced
by class standing, extracurricular activities, time, study habits, or even the
season,""according to campus counselors,
administrators, and students.
There is no new, unique or one great
problem students face, .according to Dr.
Richard 0. Fisher, dean of students.
At the beginning of the term, finances,
parking and housing provide the biggest
problems because students are moving on
and off campus, Fisher said.
"Students who live together have
different lifestyles, and roommate pro•
blems are one of the biggest in ·the

Reporter

Marshall students and faculty will soon
be part of a national program allowing
them to receive discounts at selected local
and national stores, according to Richard
W. Ramell, student body vice-president.
Ramell identified the firm conducting
the program as L&B Marketmg, Inc. of
New York City. The plan is called
Student Buying Power Card Program
(SBPC), he said.
Although an exact discount rate has not
been established, Ramell said he believes
it will be in the 10 to 15 per cent range.
Ramell said the program will work as
follows: the district representative
contacts local merchants and tries to
interest them in the program. To
participate, the merchant pays a fee to
the marketing firm.
Only one merchant in each category
such as clothing, food, entertainment,
and personal services will participate in
the program, Ramell said.
Ramell, responsible for bringing the
program to Marshall, said he was
enthusiastic about 1t
"This is an excellent opportunity for
'local merchant,; to draw Marshall
students to their tore ,' he said. "With
over 11,000 students participating in this

SJ!Mes•f-!•Stm

program, their business could increase
sharply."
Students will be able to pick up awhite
credit card in approximately three to four
weeks, Ramell said. By presenting the
card, astudent will receive the discount.
He tentatively plans to have distribution

spending, according to Nicholas C.
Kontos, associate professor of economics.
At the present there is afive per cent
increase in inflation. Due to high levels
of spending the increase will rise toward
the end of the year, according to Kontos.
"Interest rates are most likely to go up
also," he said.
The energy question will be beneficial
to the economy of West Virginia,
according to La Cascia. In the next 10
years there will be a constant improvement in the West Virginia economy
because we will convert to coal, he said.
For a stronger, more productive
economy, the government needs to
encourage investments and improve
technical skills and training for laborers,
according to Kontos.
Also, encouragement of competition in
the economy, and elimination·of monopoly control are needed to keep prices from
rising, he said.

sophomore problem especially if they live
in the dorms," Fisher said. "The instant
dependence and lack of internal security
make the first two years hard to handle."
Dr. Richard W. Waite, director of
student development, says decision
making on such issues as drug usage,
study habits, and sexual activity were
"constantly bombarding students, especially freshmen.''
Housing is the junior's dilemma as
they move from dorms into apartments,
while seniors worry more over grades,
Fisher added.
"Problems depend on students' personalities and experiences," Fisher said.
"No difficulties are ne\\., but they are
import nt because udcnl$ are. facing
them now."

By STEVE MULUNS
Editor
AMarshall student
was found lying by
the street behind the Campus Christian
Center at ab!>'Ut 7:30 p.m. Monday badly
beaten and possibly raped, according to a
Huntington Police report.
She was found by another student who
called the police and stayed with her until a
CSO ambulance arrived minutes later.
According to police records, the woman
was in a state of shock and dryed
bloodstains were evident on her hands.
abdomen and forehead where "slice"
marks also were visible.
Police said she told them she was
"forced inside avehicle by suspects,'' but
was unable to say more because of her
condition.
She was taken to the emergency room at
St. Mary's Hospital and admitted, however
hospital officials refuse to release any
information concerning the incident or the
condition of the victim.
Police said she was apparently on her
way to the office of David J. Lockwood,
attorney for students, when she was
apptehended.
Lockwood said he recalls a number of

students calling him earlier in the day to
schedule atime to visit him and she may
have been one of them, but he said he did
notAnknow
the nature
of hersuggested
visit. the
informed
source
assault may have been by a group of
occultists or "devil worshippers" from
this area.
City police are investigating the
incident. No arrests have been made.
Assistant Director of Campus Security
David H. Scites said he hoped the incident
would not frighten Marshall students as it
has not been concluded that the assault
and rape happened on campus. Scites said
the victim may have been just brought on
campus and left.
No comment could be obtained from the
victim or authorities on the subject.
Dr. Hugh B. Springer, Presbyterian
Campus Minister, said he had heard of
such agroup existing on or around campus
but he was unaware of any of their
activities and he_had never thought they
were athreat to students.
It is the policy of The Parthenon to
withhold the identity of victims in possible
rape cases.

By LEE WELCH
Reporter

Springer offered rooms to use, Sowder
reported.
Concerning cafeteria foods, Myers said,
"If they are experiencing difficulty, they
should notify us of what they can partake.
We will try to put these items on the
menu.
Placing curtains around part of the
showers in South Hall can <be done with
little difficulty.

Lent begins MU student badly beaten,
left behind Christian Center

Although some Marshall students said
they were giving up specific things for
lent, many students replied they did not
points set up in dormitories, Memorial know
today begins the lenten season.
Student Center and Smith Hall, Ramell
Lent is a period of pentinance and
said.
fasting
which begins Ash Wednesday and
According to Ramell, students will also
Easter. While lent is
be able to use their credit cards at continues until
mainly in the Roman Catholic
particiRating stores throughout the celebrated
Church,
many Protestant students are
country.
also sacrificing something for the season.
The Rev. Mark V. Angelo, Catholic
campus chaplain, said he hoped to see
students take amore positive attitude for
the rights and feelings of others.
"I see lent in 1977 as a time for
sensitivity to the needs of starving
people,'' said the Rev. Hugh B. Springer,
Presbyterian campus minister. "It would
The main objectives of the government seem
all of us should be sensitive to
at the present is on political and social individual
and how they relate
concerns, La Cascia said. The govern- to lifestyleslifestyles,
across the world."
ment needs to put more emphasize on
many students did not realize
full employment and full production for a it However,
was lent. Those who were aware the
stronger economy, he said.
begins today either had not
If students do not understand how the season
planned
on giving up anything or were
economy functions, Kontos said, then very general
their sacrifices.
how are they able to act on the economic "I'm goinga_bout
to try to be abetter person
decision-making choices.
during
the
lenten
season," said Sharon
Out of the 1,000 MU students
Goodnite, Point Pleasant freshman.
registered in economic classes, only 65 G.Jeffrey
A. Parsons, Point Pleasant
are from the College of Education, freshman
"I'm going to study
according to La Cascia. "Economics can more. Also,replied,
m giving up candy."
not be taught in schools if it is not a Carol M. I'Bareuther,
Marlton, N.J.
requirement for future teachers," he freshman,
said
she
was going to give up
said.
habits.
President Carter's economy plan is not bad"Istudy
t feel you need aspecial time to
enough to make any sizable impact, but give updon'things.
If there's anything in your
the psychological impact will be great. It life
up, you don't need a season
will show government concern and to doto give
it
in,'' said Toni L. Price, Bald
stimulate the economy, La Cascia said.
Knob sophomore.

Job outlook good -for graduates
By SHARON R. LOTZ
Reporter
Dr. Joseph S. La Cascia, professor and
chairman of the Department of Economics, said this year and the following
year will be good years for college
graduates. But students planning to
graduate in 1979 and 1980 might consider
staying in school.
"1977 and 1978 will be very good years
for the economy, but look out in late 1979
and 1980 for a recession,'' said La
Cascia.
The past pattern of the economy since
World War II, has been a four-year
bu:;iness cycle -one year down and three
years up, according to La Cascia.
The last down year was 1976. If the
economy follo\\.s the average business
cycle, 1977, 1978, and most of 1979 will
be up years, he said.
The economy will be growing in terms,
of output because of the high level of

dorms," said Gary R. Kessler, South
Charleston senior and Twin Towers East
resident advisor.
Fisher says from midterm through
finals, the problems are academic,
including course-dropping and tensions
between faculty and students close to
grade evaluation time.
Some academic problems are caused
by bad study habits, according to Sarah
B. Keffer, St. Albans junior and R.A. in
Twin Towers West. "Students that didn't
develop good study habits in high school
have a hard time adjusting in college,"
she said.
Class standings also seem to influence
problems, Fisher f,Qid. "I belim.·e pe-er
pressure is the biggest freshman and

Creatures
from the ...
Have you seen
these creatures a•
round campus? ll
you have been on
second Door of the
Science Building you
have probably no•
tlced the different

animals. The animals are alive and
can be seen In
classrooms or In the

glass cases through•
out the building.
Photos by·DAN SHREVE

Dorm problems noted

An effort is being made to identify the
number of foreign students in dormitories
so steps might be taken to meet complaints
about conditions in residence halls which
they say violate their, religious beliefs
according to Sam Cardea, program director
for international students.
Meeting Monday afternoon to discuss
complaints by Arab students were Warren
S. ·Myers, housing director; Cardea, and
Dan Sowder, Huntington sophomore and
chairman of the Student Senate Academic
Affairs Committee.
Some Arab students who are members of
the Moslem faith have complained that
dormitory noise interrupts their meditation by serving of only pork some days in
the cafeteria violates their abstention from
eating pork and that open-shower stalls
cause problems against their faith.
Sowder asked that Arab and Moslem
students living in the dormitories contact
him or Cardea.
The question of noise in the dormitories
interrupting their meditation seems to
have been worked out by the Campus
Christian Center's minister. Rev. Hugh

Warmer &wet

Increasing cloudiness \ , ith thundershowers today and Thursday. High
today mid 60s. Lows tonight mid 40s.
Highs Thursday mid to upper 60s.

Inside today

Why did a nice guy like Alvin G.
Tightseat come to class nude? Read
Tony Fitzgerald's humorous commentary on the student laundry problem
on Page 2.
Whether you're an X-rated movie
fan or Walt Disney b more your.
speed, turn 10 Page 4 for a storv on
the movie rating system.

Winning books
on library display

nterchange

Aspace for opinion dedic.1t~
to the interchange of ide~ in
the univen,ity comniunlty.
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Twenty-six award winning
books from the 1975 Southern
Books Competition are on
display on the second floor of
the James E. Morrow Library,
according to Dr. Kenneth T.
Slack, director of libraries. The
books will be on display until
March 4.
The bool<s differ in types and
topics, ranging from American
history to hang gliding, Slack
said.
Slack said he hopes the
display will expose students to
better qualityboo~s than what

most people read today. He said
many companies produce
cheaper, poorly constructed
books which don't last long.
"The purpose of the competition is to foster excellence in
book making, and to recognize
designers,publishers, manufacturers. printers and binders for
their contribution to high
standards in the book arts."
according
distributed bytothea brochure
Southeastern
Library Association. (SLA).
Sponsored by the SLA, the
competition attracted more than
100 entries from trade pub-

Persons may JOtn by invita- Expeditions, whether for a
By PHll, McCLURE
tion, or by personal contact weekend or athree-month trek,
Reporter
any member of the club. require careful preparation.
The next time someone tells with
Meetings
every third Fri- The pack must contain everyyou to take a hike, find out day in theareCommunity
thing necessary for survival,
what he means before you get National Bank of Ceredo. Room including
food, first-aid supupset. He could be amember Major trails in this part o( plies, sleeping
accomodations,
of the Tri-State Area Back- the country include the Appa- and changes of clothing
in case
packers.
of
inclement
weather.
lachian
Trail
which
stretches
The backpackers is an orga- from Georgia to Mame; the "Getting ready is very sennization which meets to keep Jenny Wiley Trail in Kentucky, ous business. Everything must
be checked and double-checkabreast of trails and their which begins at South Shore ed.
Food must be dated for
conditions in the united States and ends at Dewey Lake; and each meal,"
Akers said.
and foreign countries, and to the West Virginia Scenic Trail.
discuss past and future hiking Beginning at Pearisburg, Food is usually freeze-dried
expeditions, according to Frank Va., near Bluefield, the West or dehydrated so it will last
W. Akers, the 71-year-old Virginia Scenic Trail wanders indefinitely and will not weigh
president of the local Kyova
200 miles of West more than ne.:essary.
Chapter of the International through
and Virginia, ending Another reason hiking is not
Backpackers Associatio:i (IBA). atVirginia
Blackwater
Falls. It is still
attempted on the
The IBA, with headquarters
cleared and is about 75 something
spur of the moment is the
in Lincoln, Maine, also has being
per
cent
complete.
is equipment
necessary and its
members in Canada, Australia,. being done by privateWork
indivicost.
New Zealand, and Scotland, duals who work for the Asynthetic sleeping bag will
Akers said.
privilege .flf working and enjoy- range from $69-$200, according
Anyone can join, according ing the trail, according to to Akers. Sleeping pads are
about $8. Atarpolin maycost
to Akers. All they need is an Akers.
interest in hiking and nature. Other popular areas within $14-$20;0 or if weather deThe current age span of the the state are Dolly Sods, mands a complete tent, a
Kyova chapter ranges from 15 Cranberry Glades, and Spruce two-sleeper will range from
$70-$275. The backpack itself,
Knob, Akers said.
years to Akers' 71.

weighing about 40 pounds
when filled, can be purchased
for around $50, Akers said.
Although backpackers occasionally see wild animals during their travels, they do not
carry weapons, Akers said.
"There is no danger, unless
you get too friendly and try to
feed the bears or something.
Just observe them and leave
them alone," he said.

Do students count?
Housing Director Warren S. Myers
has been presented with an excellent
opportunity to show Marshall dormitory
residents have asay in how they live.
Due to the _unexpected closing of the
university for two weeks in February,
dormitory residents will have missed
nine meals by the end of the semester.
Since these meals have been paid for,
either the meals will have to be made
up or the money refunded.

Apetition was circulated last week
asking dormitory residents to sign and
tell their preference: meals or money.
The approximately 500 signers reportedly indicated by a 6 to 1 margin they
preferred arefund.
Mr. Myers can show how much
influence Marshall students have in
their own lives by how this question is
r~solved. If the students really count,
then their opinions are important, and
the money will be refunded.

Laundry 'al washed up'
When Alvin G. Tightseat,
Nostril, Ohio, junior, walked
into his Friday morning "Politics of Ants, Roaches and
Aphids 203" class, he caused
quite adisturbance.
He was nude.
Security arrived at three
times the speed of sound, and
placed Alvin under arrest.
Agnes "Hatchetface"
Knucklebender, his instructor,
later said, "He was always an
'A' student. Not one to go
frolicking about in the buff, I
thought."
"I was totally shocked by
this incident," said classmate
Dweezle A. Gungho, Dimple
junior, "I always thought he
was agirl."
The consensu~ of Alvin's
classmates was that his behavior was "rude and uncalled
for." Some also thought he
was "bonkers" and one classmate commented that Alvin
was "not much to look at,
either."
What could make a nice kid
like Alvin go bonkers? The
story is sordid and frightening
and we will tell it, because we
like sordid and frightening
stories.
On the previous day, Thursday, Alvin decided that his
clothes smelled "like the after
effects of an Ex-Lax overdose"
according to his roommate
Hamm Sandwich, • Wombat
sophomore. Alvin deduced
that the timehad come to wash
his clothes. So after chasing
an elusive pair of very dirty
tube socks, he hoisted his soap
and laundry bag under his
arm, and left his dorm, Hodad
Hall, which has no laundry
machines. He trekked to the
nearest dorm with machines.
He trudged to the second
floor laundry room. Both the
washer and dryer were in use.
The story was the same on the
next three floors. On the sixth
floor, Alvin found an unused

I would like to comment on
an article carried in the
Huntington Herald-Dispatch on
Monday, Feb. 21. The
aforementioned article concerned House Speaker "Tip"
O'Neill's gross lack of rational
judgement in explaining the

by

Tony Fitzgerald

a

WMUL-TV will premiere Bergman film

WMUL PLAYLIST

lyzed all other aspects of life in journey to the center of a
that country. "Marriage coun- marriage. with a sweep and
selors were besieged and anew candor that puts American teleset ol dtvorct laws was intro- vision to shame."
duced into Parliament," May- "Scenes From AMarriage"
nard said.
was awarded Best Film, Best
Actress (Liv Ullman), Best
When it was released in Screenplay (Ingmar Bergman)
America as afeature film, the and
Best Supporting Actress
critical response was fantastic, (Bibi Anderson)
the National
Maynard aid. Shesaid Vincet Society of Film byCritics.
The
Canbv of theNewYork Times prestigious New York Film Crireferred to the film as Berg- tics Award for Best Actress
m
an'
s
"most
lucid
work."
Paul
went lo Liv Ullman and Best
tification is needed, said Zimmerman ofNewsweek called Screenplay
to Bergman for their
Roberts.
Particularly for the handi- it a "monumentally am~itious accomplishments.
capped, the card is available to
anyone 18 years or older and
may be obtained upon written
application to the Operations
Bureau, West Virginia Department of Motor Vehicles,
State Office Building #3,
Charleston, 25305.
A$2fee must be submitted
with the application and there
is no charge for handicapped
residents, Roberts said.
She added that 669 persons,
of whom 125 are handicapped,
Marshall gridder,, John have received the card since
"Fuzzy" Filliez forfeited a$22 January.
bond fee for his Jan. 27arrest
for public intoxication, according to Huntington policeman
Doug Childers.
Steve Lafon and Ronald
MeCarley both Marshall stuin The Parthenon may
dents who were arrested with beErrors
reported by calling 696-6696
Filliez, also forfeited their between
9a.m. and noon.
bonds, Childers said.
The storyfollows amarriage
over a ten-year period from
beginning innocence to separation and divorce. Maynard said
when Swedish television ran
this story in the spring of 1973,
their broadcasts virtually para-

Non-drivers, handicapped
may obtain special ID

slipping through Congress of
the forth coming pay raises.
Mr. O'Neill was quoted as
saying, "Sometimes Congress
must vote against the will of
the people." This was in
reference to the fact that it
went through Congress without
a vote on the measure. Mr.
O'Neill stated that, "If the
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Love of nature, hiking
qualifies local 'packers

found a machine on the
fifteenth floor.
Again the floor residents
attempted to prevent Alvir
from using the machine, but
one flash of his lethal tube
socks sent them gagging and
wretching.
In amere two hours, Alvin's
laundry was finished. Now, he
would have to find a dryer.
The one next to his washer had
a load inside and two more
waiting.
Alvin had better things to do
than wait, so he tramped down
the stairs with his sopping
clothes, looking for adryer but
being disappointed at each
floor. He began foaming at
the mouth. He banged his
- head against the wall. He
his detergent. Alvin
washer. As he loaded it, a gobbled
was very frustrated.
man appeared at the door.
At
last,
the second floor,
"Hey, do you live on this he found aondryer
with gaping
floor?"
the
man
asked.
open
door.
The machine
"No," said Alvin~
like a Mickey Mouse
"Then, you can't do laundry glowed
nightlight in the dark corridors
here," said the man grabbing of his demented mind.
Alvin's soap and laundry bag, He rushed to the dryer
The Ingmar Bergman film,
and hurling them from the snarling
and growling.
"Scenes From AMarriage,"
room.
"Mine! Mine! It's all will
have its first American
After Alvin recaptured his MINE!"
he
cackled
in
a
Peter
telecast
over PBS beginning
tube socks and put all of the Lorre accent.
detergent back in the box, he He giggled dementedly as he March 9, on WM UL-TV, accordhastened to the seventh floor unloaded his wet laundry into ing to Donna Maynard, promoand to the eighth floor, but the machine. He looked around tion coordinator for WMUL-TV.
both were being used.
guffawed as he closed the
On the ninth' floor he found and
door and set the dials. He
a young man spinning around tittered
as he dropped a
inside awasher.
quarter into the slot and
"Shut the lid," commanded
the "on" button.
the young man, "I'm only in pushed
He soiled his underwear
the spin cycle. I'm nearly when
he found that the dryer
finished."
order.
Special identification cards
On the next floor Alvin wasIt outwasof then
G. · are now available for state
found awasher that was not in Tightseat, Nostril,thatOhioAlvin
junior,
residents
who are not licensed
use. He hastily dumped his
bonkers.
to operate a motor vehicle,
clothes into the top. He went
The very next day, Alvin according to Virginia Roberts,
poured in the detergent pow- exploded four pieces of TNT commissioner
of the West
der. He placed a quarter in upder his laundry sack, deDepartment of Motor
the slot. The machine was out stroying every article of cloth- Virginia
Vehicles.
of order.
ing he owned and also ending
will enable non-driSo Alvin packed his powdery his laundry problems for good. versThetocard
cash checks and make
clothes back into his bag. Then,
noticing he was ·late, other transactions where idenAfter along search, he finally Alvin streaked
off to class.
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measure had been voted on, it
would have been overwhelmingly defeated because of the
constituent pressure.•• He
further stated the pay raises
were "needed and deserved."
In case Mr. O'Neill has
forgotten, we the people, by a
majority, or individually speaking together, are the ones who
vest his Congress with the
power it has. I am afraid that
in the wake of new, solid
leadership by President Carter,
the mediocre leadership of Mr.
O'Neill looks that much worse.
It is time for Mr. O'Neill's
constituents to sound off at the
polls, to rid this country of
egocentric powercrats of the
likes of Mr. O'Neill. Nick Joe
Rahall, where are you?
C. William McClure
De ;ou have aqu•tton, an ans-,

asome
problem, aIOlutlon, acomplaint,
pralu or Just aomethlng you
want to uy?

Write III aletter.
The Parthenon wlll accept any letter
about anything -,nlng MaRhllll
UntveRIIY'• community. All letters
must have both the 1111me and llddrMI
of the writer.
Leite,. may be either typed or hand
written, but they must be brief and
legible. The Parthenon ,_.,,. the
right to edit leltert for t.ngth 111d
potentlll libel.
Letters may be delivered or melled
to the edllorlII page editor, The
Parthenon, Smith Hall Room 311,
Marshall University, Huntington, W.
Va. 25701.

1. New Kid in Town -Eagl•
2. Go Your Own Way -Fleetwood Mac3. Carry on Wayward Son •KaMU
4. Fly Like An Eagle
-Steve MIiier Band
5. Year of the Cat -Al st-rd
6. Boogie Child -Bee G7. DaneIng Queen •Abba
8. Night Moves -Bob Seger
9. Rich Girl -Hall &Oat•
10. The Things We Do For Love -10CC
11. Long Time • Boston
12. Maybe I'mAmazed -Wings
13. Save It For ARainy Day
-Stephen Bishop
14. Hard Luck Woman -Kin
15. Bite Your Lip -Elton JOhn

The Hi Fidelity Center announces
JBL's Factory Authorized Sale

MU gridder
forfeits bond

Letters
Pay raise

Photo by TOM KUTZLO

Quality books on display In library

lishers, university presses, and
private presses in states
throughout the south according
to the brochure. States represented include Alabama, Arizona, the District of Coiumbia,
Florida, Georgia, Kentucky,
Louisiana, Mississippi, North
Carolina, South Carolina, Tennessee, Texas, Virginia, and
West Virginia.
One requirement for the
competition was that each book
entered had to have been
published within the South
during the 1975 calendar year,
the brochure said.
Apanel of three judges made
their awards on the basis of
quality of design, typography,
printing and binding, according
to the brochure.
The brochure contains alist of
the books and tells what
qualities deemed them worthy
of being named "Outstanding
Southern Books".
Books in the display include
"The American Cowboy", by
Caleb Pirtle; "Night Riders in
Black Fold History", by GladysMarie Frv; "The Eskimo Storyteller", ·by Edwin S. Hall;
"Folk Songs from the West
Virginia Hills". by Patrick W.
Gainer; "Walking Out", by
Betty Adcock and "Excellence
in University Teaching", by
Thomas H. Buxton.
Slack said most books in the
display are available in the
library to be checked out.

Save 10% on speaker models such as ...

Corrections

JBL's L200B.

JBL'sL36.
L26 and

The Marshall University
Karate Club is now accepting
applications for new members

,

INVITED
.....to attend our meetings
every Tues. and Thur. from
6:00·p.m. to 7:00 p.m. in
Room 203 -Gullickson
Beginning and advanced
instruction by Gary Staten.

It looks like 11 oughttobe In abeauti
fully furnishedliving room, but sounds
like itought to be In agiant recording
studio. That'sbecause theL200B is
arefinement of one of JBL'sprofessional studio monitors. It features a
new15-inch woofer matchedwitha
powerful high frequency compression
driver You ve gotta hear 1L
12533rd Ave., Huntlngt11n FREE PARKING
603 Brooks St., Chllrleston

The peoplewho make those superb,
expensiveloudspeakers, also make
twosuperb,not -so -expensive bookshelfloudspeakers.The L26two-way
system and the L36 three waysystem
Big sound, small size Terrific.

HUNTINGTON HOURS
Mon.-S11t. 10 to 8
TIii 8Mon. 11nd Fri.

Depaul's team
'overpowering
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Jekyll-Hyde performance
nails down Herd, 103-91
By ROCKY STANLEY
Forward Billy Lewis tossed
Sporta Editor
in 22 points and hauled down
rebounds to give Wil'kins
Coach Bob Daniels called it a eight
the help he needed on the
•'typical'' performance from allbaseline.
while the smooth
his team. Marshall's Jekyll guard
of Derrick
defense and Hyde offense had Ma)es andtandem
Ron Jones accountdone in his squad once again. ed for another
33 points, 19
Marshall bombed away and and I4respectively.
made good on 55 per cent of
connected on
its field goals, as six Herd nineTheof6-1I2Mayes
from the floor
players scored in double fig- to help the shots
Redbirds to atorrid
ures. However, MU gave up 53.
cent mark from the
more than 100 points for the I peras the
two teams were
fourth time this season, as field.
to trade baskets for
Illinois State's classy Redbirds content
most
of
the
night. Young added
outgunned the Herd 103-91 last Forward Greg
night.
big night to his list for
The loss dropped the Herd another
the Herd with a 28-point
to 8-16 on the season.
as he kept the
Mobile 7-0 pivotman Jeff performance.
Herd
within
distance
Wilkins registered a career- until the final striking
minutes with his
high 36 points, pulled down a brilliant
game-high 14 rebounds and display. 14 for 19 shooting
otherwise dominated the game The slick MU mainstay also
from the outset to keep ISU's slammed home two dunks on
NCAA and/or NIT hopes alive.
opportunities to put
The win boosted Gene Smith- breakaway
a charge in the MU play. but
son's club to 20-6.

Illino1s State kept the Herd at
bay with easy baskets inside.
Illinois State built a 48-43
halftime and held off MU
rallies early in the second half
led by Young and Charlie
Novak. The Herd could get no
closer than three after intermission,
Guardshowever.
.. Bunny.. Gibson and
Novak, (who provided strong
scoring punch from his reserve
role) netted 14 points apiece,
a-, Gibson remained on par
with his 60 per cent shooting
accuracy by hitting seven of 12
long range specialties. ·
Dave Miller, playing for the
second game with sub-par
health, totalled 13 points and
led MU rebounders with 11.
Harley Major and Danny Hall
added 10 points apiece.
However, the Herd lost the
war of the boards 39-31 and at
Photo by GREG SMITH
the foul line, where the
Redbirds sank 15 of 16 against
Novak pumps from outside
Redbirds.
chances.

Rasslin'
Learning rules makes match
more than just a'fight'

''-;rlr.t t~
--· ~f.ir.
working for atake-down.
control of the other; one point Two points are issued to
Aflip of the coin at the for
an
escape,
or
when
the each team if there is a tie
beginning of the match gives a
wrestler loses control score. If one man scores more
wrestler an option of being dominant
points but there is no pin, the
and
the
opponent
faces
him;
"up" or "down" in the second two points for a reversal, or winner'
s team is awarded a
two-minute period. This posi- when the wrestler on the three-point decision. Points
tion involves one wrestler on bottom gains control of his are also awarded to the
his hands and knees, while his opponent; two and three points winning team for attaining
opponent wraps one arm a- are given for coming close to a leads of 8and 12 points.:
round him and the opposite pin; and six points for a pin. To finalize the competition of
hand is placed on the elbow. Six points arc. also given for a two wrestlers, an example of
The third period is areversal forfeit.
traditional good sportsman-like
of the positioning in the According to Pickenpaugh, conduct is exhibited. The two
preceding period.
competitors return to the
penalty
points
are
issued
to
the
Competition takes place in
for any illegal moves, center of the wrestling mat,
ten weight classes--118, 126, opponent
unsportsman-like conduct, false shake hands, and the referee
134, 142, 150, 158, 167, 177, starts,
raises the arm of the winner.
or stalling.
190-pound and heavy-weight.
According to Dare! W. Pickenpaugh, graduate assistant
wrestling coach, although a
three-pound weight allowance
is sometimes approved by the
home team.
Head equipment is used by
each wrestler to protect the
By LEE WELCH
ears and all types of bandages
Winning by forfeit and decision
are checked by the referee for
Reporter
Fay and Sanchez in the
hidden obstacles and finget- Marshall wrestlers will take were
118-pound and ISO-pound
nails are examined to avoid their 4-1 record into action weights
respectively.
scratching, according to Pick- Wednesday at 7 p.m. in The Herd
the
Gullickson Hall, against nation- day, commghadintwothepins167for and
enpaugh.
Number of points given to ally-ranked University of Ken- 177-pound matches. Phil
individual wrestlers for differ- tucky.
Temple,
Columbus,
Ohio,
sophent maneuvers vary. Two The team won both its omore, had the first pin,against
points are given for a take matches Saturday in Lexington,
s Ken Cia.
down, that is if one gains Va., over Virginia Military VMI'
The second pm came rrom
Institute, 30-9, and the Univer- 177-pounder
Terry Parker, Ironsity of Baltimore, 34-9.
ton,
Ohio, junior, who hasn't
Mark Hartbarger, Oregon, wrestled
competitively
Ohio, junior, won both his Dec. 4, due to aknee injury.since
He
Briefly
matches to keep his record at pinned Baltimore's Bill Best and
5-0, making him the only
VMl's Bob Sherrard,
undefeated member of the decisioned
10-7. Sherrard was last year's
team. Previously unbeaten Southern
Conference runnerJeremiah Gagnon, Haverhill, up,
according to Barnett.
Mass.,junior, lost to VMI's Ned "Parker
just dominated the guy
Stephanovich, 4-1. Herd coach from VMI,"
said.
Dr. Robert Barnett said Ste- The last hetime
Two more high school football players have signed binding phanovich
the Herd
was a 247-pound wrestled was against
interconference letters of intent to attend Marshall University, two-year
WVU,
conference champion.
according to Rick J. McCann, acting sports information
the break. "We weren't
Gagnon won his other match by before
director.
as
sharp
as
against
WVU"
David Kirby, a225-pound linebacker from Milton, was aAA forfeit.
Barnett commented. "Having
All State selection last fall. Kevin Jackson, a210-pound tight
posting two wins on amonth between matches, we
end from Canton, ·ohio, was an All-American Conference theWrestlers
day were
Chap Fay,
Sam
didn't look bad." he said.
player for Canton-McKinley High School.
Peppers,
Hartbarger,
Jake
SanCampbell College was to have
"Kirby has great potential," said Coach Frank Ellwood.
and Terry Parker. Others been in the match, but didn't
"We've been trying to strengthen our linebacking corps all chez
with
one
win
were
Gene
Clapsis,
show
up, according to Barnett.
along."
Chuck Perry. "I don't know why they
Ellwood said Jackson will add to the team's depth at tight Phil Temple anddecisioned
Key- cancelled, somebody from VMI
end. "He's good. He made all-conference in the largest detHartbarger
Kirk
Latsha,
12-7
in
the
first
came
in and told us. I wish
conference
in Ohio. Jackson will certainly add to our strength match and later decisioned Campbell
had been there. Our
at tight end."
Baltimore'
s
Gary
Bloss,
8-5.
kids
need
the experience."
The two new recruits bring the Herd's total of sigftees to
25, according to McCann.

By BETSY COOK
Many fans attend awrestling
match for the fun of watching
a "fight." But in the case of
Marshall's last home wrestling
match with the University of
Kentucky today at 7 p.m. at
Gullickson Hall, a fan should
take time to notice the technical and tactical maneuvers
involved also.
According to a "Scholastic
Wrestling News" article by
Bobby Douglas, Arizona State
wrestling coach, in order to
develop the individual wrestler's skill and knowledge to the
highest level, the knowledge
must include rules that govern
the sport, techniques of scoring
points and their priority, along
with skills necessary for execution of various techniques and
the most likeiy place on the
mat to attempt such strategies.
The modern concept of
wrestling training methods has
to deal with the development
of physical as well as psycho1ogical traits, according to
Douglas.
In aregular dual meet, there
are three two-minute periods
for each wrestler. The first
period begins with both wrestlers in a stantling position,
Women's Sports Editor

MU to see action
against UK matmen

Sparts/

Marshall signs pair

Golfers to begin training
Marshall's Women's golf
team will meet at 2p.m. this
week in Room 103N Gullickson
Hall for exercising and con-

~pOrts calendar j
Wednesday, Feb. 23

Wrestling--Marshall vs University of Kentucky, Gullickson
Hall, 7 p.m.; Green Gals
Basketball at Alice Lloyd.
Thursday, Feb. 24
Indoor Winter Track at
Lexington (Southern Conference)
Marshall vs Detroit, 8p.m.
Saturday, Feb. 26
Green Gals Basketball vs
Kent State, Gullickson·Hall, 2
p.m.
Wrestling at University of
Tenn.-Chattanooga with Clemson
Men's and Women's Bowling at Western Kentucky
(Southern Conference)

ditioning, according to Dr.
Dorothy Hicks, women's golf
coach.
"We can't get out to the golf
course until the weather clears,
so we will be doing different
types of stretch exercises,"
Coach Hicks said. "These
exercises will lead to running on
the track, so we 'JI be physically
able to play our game when the
weather permits."
According to Hicks, the
practice times will be flexible
until aschedule is completed.
"Practice this week is for
returning players and women
interested in golf," Hicks said.
"We welcome new players."
Women's golf season begins
April 9with the University of
Kentucky.

Football tryouts

Anyone interested in varsity
football tryouts should see
Coach Lee Thompson in Gullickson Hall prior to Monday.

1

By ROCKY STANLEY

one of two pre-season All-

season-at least as far as
Marshall was concerned.
Entertaining ahungry DePaul
team with talent more reflective
of a five-point win over
Many1ctte in Milwaukee than
aIJ-10 mark of mediocrity, the
Herd hustled enough to keep
from the whipping the same
Blue Demons had inflicted last
season.
Following last year's 118-62
blitzkrieg, Coach Ray Meyer
had less than kind words for
Marshall's lackluster play. His
postgame comments Monday
night centered more on the
trials of clinching a winning
record for the year (which he
achieved with the 93-74 Y.in o~er
the Herd).
For a man who had just
picked up his 543rd victory,
which incidentally is the highest
figure among active college
coaches, the colorful Meyer
looked more like aprison guard.
"At least we have the
winning season now," he
sighed. It normaJly wouldn't
have been a big deal for
Meyer, who accomplished the
feat for the 30th time in 34
years, but his appearance told
otherwise.
DePaul lost to UCLA, Maryland, Indiana, Marquette, Providence, Wisconsin-Green Bay,
and Loyola (Chicago).
"We're adifferent club with
Norwood out there," Meyer
said. "He's been injured on and
off most of the vear and we're
just not the same machine
without him."
One of foe Demon's in double
figur~s. Ron Norwood chipped
in 11 points and six assists. As

blended in well with the
Demons display of agility and
power.
DePaul wasted no time in
wrestling away the idea of
revenge from the Herd. With
Corzine, Gary Garland, and
Curtis Watkins in the early act,
crisp pas<,es and lay-ins enabled
the blue-clad visitors to hit
seven of their first eight shots.
The Blue Demons yawned
and loped back to play defense
as though it were a training
exercise. Methodical and
patient, they stretched the lead
to the mid-20's after an 11-point
halftime cushion.
Meyer turned loose super-sub
Bill Oise in both halves, and the
small forward resonded with 12
points. While Corzine dominated play under the boards in
the opening half and dropped in
18 points, the other half of the
bulky duo, Joe Ponsetto came to
life after intermission.
The shoe-in for a Chicago
hit-man (hey, they are from
Chicago) poured in six of seven
field goal attempts and added
five rebounds.
The Herd's Greg Young was a
bright spot as he put on another
of his second half flurries with
14 points.
"Marshall has the shooters,"
Meyer acknowledged.· "It's a
shame they can't play any
defense.•·
Illinois State's Redbir4s,
which arrived early enough ·to
catch the game after a brief
practice at Gullickson Hall,
must have been licking their
chops.

America choices (he and CorSports Editor
It had to be the tough zine were invited to Olympic
schedule showdown of the basketball tryouts last year) he

0

Research on the
TM technique shows...
FREIBURGER PERSONALITY INVENTORY

8
~==~L;.;;~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;:9
Transcendental med tatorsexh1b1t
1. Reduced nervousness, reduced psychosomatic disease
2 Reduced deores ·,on, !T'ore sell-assurance and contentment
3 Reduced ,mtabwty, rrore tolerance 1n frustrating s1tuat1ons
4. Increased sociability hvelrness fnendlrness
5. Increased self-assuredness increased self confidence,
good humor
6. Decreased tendency to dominate, more respect, cordiality, and tolerance
7. Decreased inhibition, more naturalness.spontaneity, and
self-suffic1ency
8 Increased emotional stability, improved ability to concentrate
9. Increased staying power and efficiency

Reference·Theo Fehr,Uwe Nerslheimer.and Sibille Torber. ·s1udy of
49 Pract,11oners of Transcendental Med1tat1on with the FreIburger Personality Inventory.''Sc1entd1c Research on Transcendental Meditation:
Collected Papers Vol. 1, ed David W
. Orme-Johnson. Lawrence H
Domash and John TFarrow (Los Angeles. MIU Press. 1974).

INTRODUCTORY LEaURE

o at the top of JJ's

TONIGHT 8
sat. sun. MAT

2:2,r-s:os-a:oo

Confounding!
Sherlock Holmes meets
Sigmund Freud

J THESEVENPER-CENT

<-~i SOLUTION
PG

ST ARTS FRIDAY
SHOWS DAILY 1:35-4:35 6:40-9:10
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
of
ACADEMY AWARD NOMINATIONS
INCLUDING
BEST PICTURE
.BEST ACTOR BEST SCREENPLAY
:BEST DIRECTOR BEST ACTRESS

10

~1,.

FAYE HOLDEN FINCH DUVALL
DERT
•..,DUNAWAY
TODAY 1:55
~

4:1s-;s-e:oo NET'V{ORK

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Agreat new COM .Y
·~. SWIT H!
00 •

0

~

ti

--0

a.iii... HARRIS, Jodte FOSTER
KEITH-ALBEE
I-2-3 ·?.

Daily 1:00-3:05-5:15-7:25-9:25
,

****..********
SKY

INCLUDING BEST SONG-EVERGREEN

Just Arrived

CHARGE FOR GIRLS

TM ■

WINNER OF 4NOMINATION
!~fREDMY

Wednesday, Feb. 23 7:30pm MSC 2W37
Given by resident TM teachers
Connie Hines and Carey Davis, Jr.

*****"'Irk*******
WED. NIGHT NO COVER
01.••·

PG
Tonight 8:35
SAT· SUN· Matinees 2:00-4:10-6:25

WINNER

6

The
Glass Onion

Now Appearing

GENE WILuER RICHARD PRYOR

DOWNTOWN

~~

shop from our wide selection
of Charlie and Revlon products

,., .52.S:8311.r;

LUCH ~8 VSC ~~ S

P,~

~,J Jt/r~~
Thomas Mann

From the novel by
Music by Gustav Mahler
DIRK
in SUNDAY
DEATHBUGARDE
IN VENICE

PG

9:15

4
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R-rated
ByDANJMDEN
Reporter
Planning to go to the movies
this weekend?
If you are, you will undoubtedly run across those annoying
little letter symbols used to categorize motion pictures we call
ratings.
Movies today are rated by a
reviewing board known as the
Motion Picture Advisory Association (MPAA). This 18
member board reads movie
scripts before any actual filming
is done, and then view the
picture upon completion, according to Dennis Ferrell,
advertising manager for the
Greater Huntington Theatre
office.
The board, headed by Jack
Valenti,. reviews all movies
submitted and rates them either
G, for general audiences; PG,
meaning parental guidance is
suggested; R, for restricted
(under 17 not admitted without
a parent); and X, which bars
anyone under 17 ·from seeing
the movie under any circumstances.
How did the ratings system
now in effect begin? Ferrell
said the MPAA was conceived
within !he film industry itself.
"It grew out of apractice in the
early 60's by filmmakers who
put asubscript 'M' under their
movie advertisements, meaning
'Mature Theme,' " Ferrell said.

Are movie ratings
form of censorship?
Men." as an example of the

ruling change. Originally rated
R. the rating was changed to PG
by the board.
What purpose do the ratings
serve and how effective are
they? Maruccn Milicia, assistant professor speech and educational media, said ratings
should give people some idea of
the type of movies they are
going to sec. "Someone who
was easily offended certainly
knew not to see 'The Exorcist,'
for example,'' she said.
While serving a definite
According to Ferrell. ratings purpose, the ratings cannot efmake a big difference at fectively be a guide for the
theatres in Huntington. "In tastes of millions of different
terms of total attendance, our p.eople, Milicia said. She said
biggest movies are rated G,'' that people as individuals and
Ferrell said. "Walt Disney parents should take responsibilfilms and 'nature epics' draw ity for what they and their
the most people in this area children will see, and has
because these films wjll not disagreed with ratings many
offend anyone," he said.
movies received.
Greater Huntington Theatre "Of course, ratings give us
office establishments have no •some idea of what to expect
codes concerning what movies when we go to a theater, but
can or cannot be shown here, anytime we give someone the
but Ferrell cited their practice of power of censorship in any form
refusing to show X-rated pic- it is adangerous tool," she Said.
tures. •'They have shown three Sex and violence have always
X-rated ones here, but those been apart of the motion picture
particular films enjoyed wide industry, according to Milicia.
public acceptance."
"I may be able to define the
"Recently the board liberal- difference between the slapstick
ized the ruling on the use of comedy of early films and the
four-letter words in PG mo- gang slaying of today's pictures,
vies,'' Ferrell said. He used the but I always wondered if
film, "All the President's children could." she said.

King Kong leaves;
now there's Barbra
By PENNY AUSTIN
Entertainment Editor
While the lights were out
during the two-week "spring"break, Carrie, King Kong, the
Pink Panther and Dirty Harry all
left town.
What replaced them does
offer, Ishall say, some variety.
At the top of the list is "A
Star is Born,'' playing at the
cinema. It is a remake of a
remake of aremake ...
Barbra Streisand and Kris
Kristofferson portray the two
star-crossed and starry eyed
lovers in this tragic, yet
triumphant story about adeclining rock star who meets an
unknown Barbra, "La Starre"
and catapults her into veritable
overnight success.
The photography is excellent
as is the music. In fact, it's like
seeing an album performed on
screen.
If this doesn't take all of this
year'
s Academy Awards, the
theme song "Evergreen" will
rnrely puli off the award for best
,c,ng.
"Nickelodeon," playing at
:he Keith-Albee I, focuses on

the early days of movie making.
fhis bit of nostalgic memorabilia drags, it seems for hours.
Afew funny moments do lighten
.the burden of watc):iing it.
I can truthfully say I have
seen Burt Reynolds and Ryan
O'Neil at better times in better
movies.
Also playing at the KeithAlbee is "The Sentinel," ye1
another takeoff on the "Exorcist,'' the latter being the bes1
of the bunch.
Anyone having masochistic
tendencies might be able to sit
through this one. Definitely not
aftlm with alot of thought to it,
production-wise, script-wise, or
viewer-wise.
Quite a contrast is "The
Silver Streak," laying at .the
Camelot. Although, it's a
takeoff on Agatha Christie's
"Murder on the •Orient Ex-

press," the film is well done.
Gene Wilder, Richard Pryor,
and Jill Clayburgh give exceilent performances.
-The movie is truly laugh
provoking and great.
In passing:
'A word of commendation goes
to'The Marshall· Artists' Series
which deserves abig hand for
its part in the performance of
the Royal Winnepeg Ballet,
Feb. 1at the Keith-Albee. .,
Despite delays due to the
weather and temperature (or
lack of it) it was areal treat.
Having the opportunity to see
an actual warm-up class of the
ballet company more than made
up for the shortened program.
On February 3, the New York
production of "Jesus Christ,
Superstar" at the Keith-Albee
was trel)lendously improved
iver last year's fiasco.
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Texaco withholding gas
WASHINGTON-Texaco is
withholding
from production
over
natural500gasbillion
in twocubic
fields feet
off theof
coast
of
Louisiana
that winter
could
have been tapped this
to ease severeinvestigators
gas shortages,
. congressional
said
Tuesday.
Texaco did not attempt to
pump
gas intoof ainterstate
pipelinesthisbecause
"desire
to maximize
its profits,"headed
said
John
Galloway,
the probe by who
the House
Oversight
and
Investigations
subcommittee.
,

Delta Zeta and Sigma Sigma
Sigma social sororities led the
way last weekend by collecting
the most money for Lambda Chi
Alpha social fraternity's Heart
Fund campaign.
Delta Zeta collected the most
money total, $829, edging out
Tri-Sigma by only two dollars.
However, both sororities were
given first place trophies for
their efforts.
John Xenos, Huntington
junior and member of Lambda
Chi, said, "We really couldn't
single out one sorority because
they were both so very close."
The Tri-Sigmas'did edge out
the DZ's for first place in
money collected per capita.
All trophies were presented at
Monday's basketball game between Marshall and DePaul
during halftime ceremonies.

Almanac:

Coal strike
'picks up'

·March date set
for Leach trial

Nixon lawyers
to pay $200,000
out of court

Piano recital
set for Friday

Our new selection of
JEANS and JEAN TOPS

If aCAREER
is something
more to you
than just
picking up aPAY CHECK
chances are we can help you
W. W. Jonn Agency

of

Interested?
Call 529-4451

. .for those young
college women
waist sizes
30 to 48
have just arrived.

Connie Jane j

Stout Fashions, Inc.

Specializing in Large and Half Size Clothing
109 Eastern Heights Shopping Center

Mon. -Fri. 10-9

'Midsummer'
auditions set
next week

Sat. 10-5

Off campus
By The Associated Pr...

Texaco ashasmuchstated
it is
asproducing
it can from thesenatural
fields.gas
Texaco
officials
are
~cheduled
to testify before the subcommittee
Mosttoday.
the gass inTiger
question,
located
inof Texaco'
Shoal

Program fattening
voted by Senate

WASHINGTON-The Senate
voted Carter'
Tuesdays· economic-stimuto fatten President
lus
tax cuts
and
Meetings
federalprogram
sendingof amid
growing
opposition
to
his
proposed
'The Stamp Club will meet Auditions for MU Theatre's $SO-per-person tax rebate.
Sunday at 2p.m. at St. Paul's presentation
of "A Midsummer
Lutheran Church, 721 12th Night's Dream"
will be MonAvenue.
day at 3 and ' 7 p.m. and
Tuesday
at
7
p.m.
in Smith
Black United Students will
154.
meet at 9p.m. in the Memorial, HallTheRoom
comedy
Student Center Room 2W22. will be Shakespearean
presented
April
27-30.
James Perkins, pastor of St. fwenty male and 14 female
CHARLESTON-A two-week
Albans Baptist Church, will acting roles will be cast with wildcat
coalTuesday
strike picked
up
speak.
some danci.ng and singing momentum
miners off their
jobs,with
900 5,200
more
ability
needed.
on·
Monday,
the
West
The International Club will Auditions are open to any than
Coal Association remeet Friday at 2:30 p.m. in MU student. Further informa- Virginia
Room 2E-11 of the Marshall tiQn
is available from Dr. ported.
Association
spokesman
Student Center.
Elaine Novak, director, at Fields
said the
stt;ike Dan
was
confined
to
Eastern
Associated
Omega Psi Phi Pearls will 596-6786.
Coal Corp. and 'consolidation
meet this evening at 9:15 p.m.,
Coal
Co.
mines.
Eastern
said
in the MSC.
eight of mines
its 16were
:,outhern
West
Virginia
closed
andof
Consolidation
reported
eight
Greeks
11 The
werestrike
down.began Feb. 4over
CLEVELAND-Protesting
Alpha Chi Omega Sorority
hisAshby
courtroom
too a sick leave policy at Eastern's
will have an informal rush that
Leach
ofwasHuntKopperston
Nos. 1andappoint2mines
party today at Sp.m. at Ginos. small,
ington,
accu~d
of
holding
Eastern's
gunpointTuesday
here,13 and·
mentover
of anot
dispatcher
the orunionas
Delta Zeta Sorority will have hostages
made severalat requests
said
was
as
senior
a Spring Informal Saturday during
an appearance
before a qualified as another candidate.
from 9p.m. to 1a.m. at Camp Cuyahoga
County Common
Mad Anthony Wayne.
Pleas Court judge.
A
March
14
trial
date
was
the appearAlpha Chi Omega Sorority confirmedin during
connection
with
will have a Spring Informal at ance
of extortion, kidnapthe Glenbrier Country Club charges
ing, assault
and possession of
Friday from 9p.m. to 1a.m. criminal
tools.
is accused of holding WASHINGTON - Lawyers
Sigma Alpha Epsilon will theLeach
13
hostages,
most of them for former President Richard
have their annual Red Neck employes of Chessie
Ball Saturday at the Glenbrier Inc., for nine hoursSystem,
M. Nixon's 1972 campaign
Counp-y Club from 9p.m. to 1 August, demanding redresslast
havein agreed
to pay
for fund
$200,000
an toout-of-court
what he said was the railroad
a.m.
legal settlement
four men
.holding
company'
s
unfair
for
the
original
W
atreatment of Vietnam veterans, recruited
tergate burglary.
including himself.
Coffee House
New River will be at the
Coffee House Friday and.
Saturday at 9p.m. New River
plays mellow rock music.

The Blackbird will be presented Friday at 7:30 p.m. at
Applications are still avail- ed to the Admissions Office no the
Memorial Student Multiable in the Admissions Office later than Feb. 25.
for students interested in Students will be reimbursed purpose Room.
helping in the Spring Open for their time and any exHouse Recruiting Program, penses involved in the proaccording to Admissions Coun- gram, according to Burcham. Miscellaneou~
selor Timothy R. Burcham.
The program, which begins
Green Pin Night will be
March 23, is designed to
Sunday from S p.m. to midprovide an informal atmonight at the Memorial Student
sphere for high school students
Center Bowling Lanes.
to meet in their home county
ar~a with Marshall faculty,.
Applications are now being
piano recital will be given taken
staff, and currently enrolled byADr.
the fraternity-sorority
Michael E. Cerveris, mixed forbowling
students, Burcham said.
at the
professor of music, Memorial Studentleague
At least two students from associate
Center Recat 8 p.m. in Smith reation area.
each county will be selected to Friday
return with MU faculty mem- Music Recital Hall.
Cerveris
will
play
selections
bers to their home counties to
of the Seventh World
works by Franck, Beetho- Afilm Championships
discuss student life and cam- from
will be
ven, Liszt, Poulence, Rach- Bowling
pus activities.
shown in the MSC recreation
Mendelssohn and room
Applications are available in maninoff,
at 10 a.m., 11 a.m.,
the Admissions Office in Old Aaron Copland.
noon,
2
p.m.
and
4
p.m.
today
Main 123 for students from the The concert is free to the through Friday.
following counties: Cabell, public.
Wayne,
Lincoln,
Jackson,
------------------------""\
Mason, Greenbrier, Logan,
Mingo, Putnam, Kanawha,
Boone, Fayette, Raleigh,
Summers, Nicholas, Wood, and
Wyoming, Burcham said.
Applications must be return-
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Students needed Movies.
Heart fund. for open house
boosted by
sororities

◄-.

and Lighthouse Point fields, is
not slated
for
production
until
the
1980s,
although
the develreservoirs
could
besix "fully
oped"
within
months,
the
investigators
testified. is studysubcommittee
ingTheallegations
that major oil
companies
have ofbeen
holding
back
production
natural
gas
inpriceshopes
of
getting
higher
for the fuel. Chairman
John
Moss, D-Calif.,
the
new revelations
show said
"amore
new
type
ofin withholding,
subtle
kind
but
far
more
reaching in effect."

I
1
I _73' j
'°
Crutcher's

~

Bya$vote
of 72 to 20, senators
aday will
added
I. 7billion to the $15.S
:;~: ; lease your (I)~
billion
stimulus
plantherecommended
by
Carter
for
period
that ends next Sept. 30.
~
telephone ~
Theendorsement
vote does notof represent
an
Carter's ~ answering ~
much-criticized
$SO-per-person
tax rebate; it means only that if ~ system
the
is approved,it.the budget rebate
will accommodate
The vote
was on forwhether
amend
the budget
the cur-to
rentpackage
fiscal yearcosting
to allow
lus
up toastimu$17.2
billion,
as recommended
Phone 525-1771
Senate Budget
Committee.by the
..Although
the
House
Ways
-■---------..
and
Means Committee
already
has approved
therebate
basicsproposed
of the MEP.., WOMEN, STU-,
$SO-per-person
LEND ME YOUR
~y Carter,
38 Senate
Repub- DENTS,
EYES. Stop! Look at it.
licans
andtheseveral
Democratic
opposed
to ROTC. Call 696-6450.
it.senators afe openly
•

=

l

g

i

525-1771 J

High court 1he
Marshall Minute
to decide Monday
thru Friday
biWASHINGTON-The
as disputeSu- at 7:00pm.
W.A:n«X

preme Court said Tuesday it will, ·
decide programs
if special school
admis-l
sions
that
benefit
blacks
and
other discriminate
minority
students
illegally
against whites.
The
justices
voted
without
comment
to review
adecision
by I
the
California
Supreme
that such
programs
foster aCourt.
type
ofviolate
reverse
discrimination
the
rights
of whites
toand
be L...-------------'
treated
equally
under
the law.
~-----------How
the
high
court
eventually
rules couldaffirmative
affect drastically
all
so-called
action
programs
in education
ness across
the nation.and busiTake aMini-Ad at amere SO cen!s la>r
15 words, and only 5cents for each
additional word. How can you pass up
a bargain like that? Deadline for
Miniads is 10:00a.m. day before
publication in room 316 Smith Hall.

--

HEl.P WANTED

,,~~~~,,

LET'ASDEAL!
MAKE

EASTERN HEIGHTS SHOPPING CENTER

YOU BUY ANY JEAN REGULARLY 11299
OR MORE AND WE'LL GIVE YOU 12OFFI
(OUR PRICES ARE LOWER EVEN WITHOUT
THE COUPON}
FASHION JEANS BY ...

Wrangl
LEE er Ifn'eVI'S
st-ce-pas?
rappers 111!1!11
Jandy Jeans Big Smith

All the latest styles! Stra~ht-legs, Painter's
Pants, French Cuts, and mal'{ more. Pre-washed
and Un-washed Denims and Cords.
This coupon worth s2
towards purchase of
any pair Men's or
Ladies' jeans regularly
,priced s12ee or more.
Limit: One coupon per customer
OFFER EXPIRES FEB. 28, 1977

SHOP MON. THRU THURS. 11AM -8PM
FRI AND SAT 11AM-9PM SUN 12PM-6PM
CUSTOMER SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

RESPONSIBLE FEMALE UNIVERSITY STUDENT to care for two school
age children in my residence, including when necessary overnight and
weel<end care. Phone .3haron Clark
429-5555 between 10 a.m. or 4p.m.
weekdays for additional details.

FOR SALE
FOR SALE: 1974 Capri. V-6 Engine
with four speed. 37,000 miles. Two
new tires. 523-2144.
FOR SALE: Toyo 8-track recorder.
$65.00. Call Rick at 525-3495 after

5:30.

PERSONALS
HUTZ, ARE YOU SURE?

<;PECIA LNOi iCE
NEED AFEMALE ROOMMATE for

apartment across from campus. Call
529-0602,

MARKETING STUDENTS can get
valuable Job experience with The
Parthenon. Salary arranged or by
commission. Contact Tom Drummond
316 Smith Hall.
TYPING, prompt service. Elite type $1 per page. Call Anne, 697-4662
before noon or after 7p.m.
SUMMER JOBS: Fifty state catalogue
of over 2,000 summer job employers
(with application forms). Send $2 to:
SUMCHOICE, Box 645, State College
PA 16801.
EUROPE '77 No frills student teacher
charter flights. Global travel, 521
Fifth Ave. New 'Vork, N.Y. 10017or
call 212-379-3532.
PREGNANT? NEEO HELP?Abort1on
,nlormat,on in Ohio. conf1dent1al, no
relerral fee. 9a.mto 10 a.m.Toll free
1-800-438-5534

MEN!--WOMEN!

JOBS ON SHIPSI American Foreign.
No experience required Excellent
pay. Worldwide !ravel Summer job
or career. Send $3.00 tor information.
SEAFAX, Dept. M-12 Box 2049, Port
Angeles, Washington 98362

..

